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Challenges in agriculture

 800 million people suffer from hunger

 10 billion people by 2050

 Food production has to rise 70% by 2050

 Other challenges: climate change, price volatility, 
energy demand, ghg emissions, access to innovation, 
finance, technology…



THE AMERICAS

Agriculture is a key sector in the American Region:

 $985 bilion to US GDP; 17.3 million jobs related to 
agriculture;

 LAC contributes to 11% of the value of world Food 
production; 24% of the arable land available



WFO: WHO WE ARE
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WFO: WHO WE ARE

WFO's mission

WFO’s mission
 To represent and advocate

on behalf of farmers

 To create the conditions
for the adoption of policies 
aimed
to improve the economic 
environment
and livelihood of producers,
their families, and rural 
communities. mbebasrganization
whose mandate is to bring together farmers' organizations and 
agricultural cooperatives from all over the world, representing the global 
farming community: small, medium and large-scale farmers.

WFO’ mandate
 to bring together 

farmers' organisations
and agricultural 
cooperatives
from all over the world,
representing the global 
farmer community
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What do we do…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FARMERS STILL FACE MANY CHALLENGESFOOD SECURITY:Food security is tethered by two major issues -- Dramatic increase of the world population, expected to reach 9 billion by 2050; and-- Evolution of middle class habits in emerging economies (which represent a significant proportion of the world’s population, especially from the BRIC countries)70 years ago the world population was 3 bln, we are currently 7 bln. Doubling the world population in the last 70 years did not constitute a dramatic challenge, simply because during all this time the diet of the world’s inhabitants was fairly balanced between vegetable and animal proteins. The moment this balance is compromised in favor of a higher consumption of animal protein the scenario changes dramatically, requesting available land surfaces up to  three times the surface of the planet.  Global food security is attainable if: 1) the balance between animal and vegetable proteinis is mantained and 2) if a proper (sustainable) managment of soils is respected or implemented. This approach was theorized a long back by renowned economists such as Malthus, who preached about the contrast between demographic growth and limited natural resources; and Engel who theorized that economic growth provokes changes in the consumption expenditure, especially vis à vis animal proteins; 3) and if farmers are fairly involved in this challengeThe role of Farmers in the achievement of food security is fundamental. Farmers are the link between the social, economic, and environmental dimensions that are inherent in food security policy. Farmers are the keepers of the land: in charge of preserving the world’s stressed and depleted resource base. More than half of the food needed to ensure future global food security will be produced by small farmers and family farmers. In Africa, small farms (less than 2 hectares) constitute 85 % of all farms.This shows that Food security also represent an opportunity for farmers, since with the estimated population growth in the comings decades; and the increasing of food demand will open the possibility to extract satisfactory margins for agriculture. So it is crucial to act in order to reap the benefit of food security repositioning farmers in the value chain. ACCESS TO MARKETS: The dramatic spike in food prices the world experienced in recent years could have been a huge opportunity for farmers- to improve their livelihoods and incomes. Yet the evidence shows that these high prices did not trickle down to local markets. Farmers need better policies that do not marginalize them and facilitate their access to the value chain ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES Climate change is one of the biggest challenges faced by agriculture, food systems and farmers today. Changing weather patterns caused by climate change deeply impact global agriculture. Farmers need to obtain a better understanding of the challenges they face, now and in the future, and how they can adapt to ensure food production in the long term. With the right knowledge, capacity building and technical assistance, often provided by or through farmers’ organizations, farmers can not only adapt to climate change, but also contribute to its long term mitigation, simultaneously ensuring global food security. ACCESS TO CREDIT:Farmers, , access to finance still remains a major obstacle to achieving improvements in the scale of production, and eradication of poverty, especially for nano farmersUncertainties inherent in the agricultural process, such as dependency on increasingly erratic rainfall and often poor agricultural systems, make lending facilities hesitant to disburse loans to farmers for large-scale investments to boost productivity. Often a land title is one of the essential prerequisites for loan qualification set by the financial institutions, but which often denies small-holder farmers the possibility of accessing credit. This is especially true for women farmers, given the land inheritance laws of many countries around the world.Financial stakeholders must increase the supply of financial services and products for farmers (innovative financing mechanisms are connected to warehouse financing/warehouse receipt systems which are growing in West Africa, for example)  ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION:Farmers have been innovating since ancient times. Just think about their skills in creating irrigation systems (Arabs during the egira times); or improving surface exploitation (bbylonian terracing systems); seed selection and improvements. However despite their abilities and awareness, farmers are generally kept out of the research process and progress and often denied of most recent developments in innovation. It is crucial to involve farmers in research and innovation processes, to establish a dialogue between farmers and extensionists to provide an efficient system to access innovation either directly or through the transfer of technology.    ACCESS TO DECISION MAKING PROCESSES People have to stop taking decisions on behalf of farmers without consulting them. From the local to the international political or decision making body, people must understand that farmers have to be involved and not just be the object of decision taken by others.  OBSOLETE INFRASTRUCTURE Roads not suitable for the efficient transport of goods, water management systems incapable of catching rainwater or wasting water that cannot be captured from the sources, lack of suitable ports, and the poor management of infrastructure- further challenge farmers in their economic activities. Measures to promote investments in infrastructure must be put in place; including 1) economic incentives; and 2) enabling legal frameworks to develop infrastructure in rural areas.  GENDER DISPARITY Women have more than an active role in agriculture. In some countries, especially developing economies, they are the backbone of the agriculture economy, reaching in some instances up to 70% of the farmers population, responsible for producing up to 50% of the food in some countries, and for strongly contributing to the national GDP.Yet in some cases they are not granted access to markets, to land ownership, access to credit and adequate training. A stable agricultural system passes also through an inclusive and balanced participatory system in the farming business.  RENEWAL OF GENERATIONS:Young farmers are the farmers of tomorrow, therefore those people responsible for tomorrow’s food security. Programs and incentives have to be provided in order to invoke their commitment to agriculture and ensure the future of agriculture.



Innovation

 Source of productivity, economic growth, sustainable 
development

 Generational renewal

 Entrepreneurship

 Main challenges:

 Empowering rural areas

 Access to market

 Access to information



What we do…

WFO represents the global farming community in 
processes/fora such as:

 Sustainable Development Goals – Agenda 2030

 Climate Negotiations (COPs..)

 WTO Public Forum

 Global Alliance on Climate-Smart Agriculture

 Committee on World Food Security

 GFAR Steering Committee



A focus on the Region: 
The case of Argentina
 WFO-SRA

 Workshop on « Fostering Innovation in agriculture to 
improve inclusive trade in the farming sector », WTO 

 An example of innovation: direct seeding to adapt to 
climate change
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THANK YOU!
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